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Start date: 01 December 2015
Duration: 30 months
Type of action: CSA

Challenge:
To include as many stakeholders as possible along the raw materials value chain
Overview of progress

• Significant external communication efforts to build recognition and interest in contributions – stakeholder list with over 400 contacts

• Foundations laid for the roadmap with significant background studies, gap analysis & launch of an online raw materials R&I portal

• Built the common vision around current economic trends and capacity building needs; R&I vision final piece of the structure

• Draft roadmap developed following a first stakeholder consultation and direct feedback in workshops; second stakeholder consultation about to be launched – will ultimately deliver the functional product of the project
Cooperation with other projects

NETWORK  SHARE EXPERIENCE
BUILD FUTURE FOR RAW MATERIALS RESEARCH & INNOVATION

• VERAM Project Portal – potential for a larger user platform
  • www.veram.eu

• VERAM Website – 2nd Stakeholder Consultation to be launched
  • www.veram2050.eu
  • @veram2050